25 years of death metal in and around Hronov
Quarter of a century is a notable milestone for any band, and precisely such an anniversary
was reached this year by the Czech death metal icon TORTHARRY, the history of which
started in 1991. And has been indeed rich on events: three demos, eight studio albums,
inclusion on several compilations and tribute albums, South American tour and countless
other shows on Czech and foreign stages, and co-organization of the increasingly popular
Czech metal feast MetalGate Czech Death Fest.
Such an eventful past call for a heluva celebration! It will proceed on two fronts.
The first is the label front, on which MetalGate Records is preparing a re-edition of the
complete TORTHARRY discography, entitled “25 let mezi nebem a peklem” (25 years
between Heaven and Hell), and if we say complete, we mean complete. For it will contain not
only all the studio albums, i.e., “When The Memories Are Free” (1994), “Book of Dreams”
(1997), “Unseen” (1999), “White” (2003), “Reborn” (2006), “Round Table Of Suicide”
(2008), “Beneath” (2010) and “Follow” (2013), but also all the demos, i.e., “Mezi nebem a
peklem” (1991), “Flames of Eternity” (1992) and “Incriminated” (1993). And on top of that,
the re-edition will also contain as a special bonus the fourth demo from a time when
TORTHARRY were not yet called TORTHARRY but EXECUTOR. This demo has never
been officially released, so it shall have its premiere.
Get ready then for 10 CDs packed with death metal to the roof, so to speak, in a special
digipak, the art of which was taken care of by Jaromír “Deather” Bezruč and Martin
“Hadgi” Stoklosinski. Said digipak shall also contain a brochure with rare photos from
the band archive. All that makes it a no-brainer for TORTHARRY fans and collectors alike.
Out December 17, 2016!
That is not all however. Celebrations will also proceed on the second, concert, front with a
special gig in Music Hall Zděřina in Police nad Metují, which shall take place the same
day as the re-edition’s release, that is, Saturday, December 17. Beside the honorees of
TORTHARRY, the Spanish death metal mayhem AVULSED (also celebrating 25 years on
the scene), the Dutch death metal squad ABRUPT DEMISE, the Austrian melodic
death/thrash act DARKFALL and last, but not least, the Czech death-thrash metal company
ANTIGOD are taking part as well. A heavy-duty line-up indeed, whereby you should not
miss it!
Quarter of a century is a notable milestone for any band, so join the celebrations and
wish TORTHARRY all the best!
www.metalgate.cz
www.tortharry.com

